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1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND LITERATURE 

Narrative fiction, modeled rhetorically, attracts us in its rich and undisguised 

contingency, insofar as it is based on historical, social, ethical, and political conditions. 

develops into our association with other people. 

The use of non-legal sources allows us to enjoy the multiple perspectives that 

literature might offer regarding the elaboration, interpretation, and criticism of the law.  

While the law codifies reality, instituting it in a tight network of agreed 
qualifications and marking it up with a whole system of constraints and 
prohibitions, literature, on the contrary, releases the possibilities within, 
suspending our certainties, awakening in it dormant energies, shaking 
up identities and conventions, bringing us back to these crossroads 
where everything could start again. Whereas the law chooses, 
hierarchizes, and decides, the narrative gives itself, on the contrary, to 

human, literature explores the whole range of positions, values, and 
representations, and does not back away from the most vertiginous 
limits. (OST; VAN EYNDE, 2001, p. 7-8). 

As well as romances or fables1, law is culture, and it is not surprising to conclude 

that the fields of law and literature combine through interpretation. The dialogue between 

law and literature nourishes and encourages the development and conclusions of this 

essay2. 

 
1  often speak of justice miscarried and 

2016, p. 21). 

2 
 of complex historical, social, and 

pol ecause language is dynamic there is a 
responsibility incumbent upon all members of the discursive community. More particularly lawyers have a 
responsibility with regard to the language of law. Language is the one thing which can activate the law, and 
chang  
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The writing of the disaster (in the original French title,  du désastre), by 

Maurice Blanchot (1907-2003), was chosen as the literary work3 to support the 

interchange with the theory of law in this study about environmental catastrophes, in: 

 (...) a time given over to the infinite so that we might suddenly come 
across the site of entry, the place for the body that thinks, writes, 
initiates some kind of reflection of language. This poetic writing of 
thought, which defies any presumption of language, overwhelms us, 
opening up, suggesting, laying out the terms available to it (BIDENT, 
2018, p. 407). 

Blanchot was a French writer, philosopher, and literary theorist, 

lucidity and relentless commitment to explanation, self-

and enduring monuments in the 

whole of recent intellectual history to the perseverance and assertiven

(HILL, 1997, p. 1). 

We are on the edge of disaster without being able to situate it in the 
future: it is rather always already past, and yet we are on the edge or 
under the threat, all formulations which would imply the future  that 
which is yet to come  if the disaster were not that which does not come, 
that which has put a stop to every arrival. To think the disaster (if this 
is possible, and it is not possible inasmuch as we suspect that the 
disaster is thought) is to have no longer any future in which to think it 
(BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 1). 

 

Etymological roots for the word disaster imply the detachment of the star; 

therefore, bad luck, unfortunate and totalitarian disgrace that annihilates what previously 

existed: 

If disaster means being separated from the star (if it means the decline 
which characterizes disorientation when the link with fortune from on 
high is cut), then it indicates a fall beneath disastrous necessity. Would 
law be the disaster? The supreme or extreme law, that is: the 
excessiveness of uncodifiable law  that to which we are destined 
without being party to it. The disaster is not our affair and has no regard 
for us; it is the heedless unlimited; it cannot be measured in terms of 
failure or as pure and simple loss. Nothing suffices to the disaster; this 
means that just as it is foreign to the ruinous purity of destruction, so 
the idea of totality cannot delimit it. If all things were reached by it and 

 
3 

122). 
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destroyed  all gods and men returned to absence  and if nothing were 
substituted for everything, it would still be too much and too little. 
(BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 2) 

The disaster plagues reality dramatically and erases all past forms: 

We are passive with respect to the disaster, but the disaster is perhaps 
passivity, and thus past, always past, even in the past, out of date. 

The disaster takes care of everything.  

(BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 3) 

unfolds as something neither temporally datable nor geographically locatable in the realm 

of the unspectacular a

about the disaster4  

Intensive exploration of the environment has led to an increase in violent and 

destructive phenomena. Not only the industry, such as, in particular, mining, but virtually 

all human activities cause disastrous impacts on nature5. 

In this scenario, the environmental tragedies of Mariana (2015) and Brumadinho 

(2019), in Brazil, as well as many others around the world, are shameful anthropogenic 

examples, which provoke unsurpassed indignation, but from which lessons must be 

learned so that the damage experienced on a disturbing scale does not happen again6. 

 
4  says that the disaster, though it evades our attempts in language to express it and evokes 
initially only silence from us, gives rise to writing. We must seek to write the disaster, even though that 
writing will always be fragmentary and incomplete. In no 
(AWALT, 2002, p. 6). 

5 
anthropogenically caused and in many cases avoidable, at least in the near term, now prompts frequent use 
of the rhetoric of disaster to portray the human- -
diversity depletion are a whole host of human-caused planetary dis-tresses, including global warming, 
melting glaciers that will change the ocean currents, peak extraction of natural resources, vast zones of 
structural poverty across the globe, and pollution-heavy, high-risk industries and monocultural farming. 
Amid such environ

164-165) 

6 vement of thinking, because as is often the case with 
Blanchot, concepts unfold in paradoxes, or even in aporias. The notion of disaster firstly challenges our 
representation of time in so far as it includes at the same time what has already taken place and, also, what 
is most near. Thus, there is neither a precise space, nor a time that can welcome disaster. But the present is 
the time of the return of disaster, that moment when time itself can come back, but as if pulverized by the 
disaster. Thus the apoc  
2014, p. 193). 
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A nonreligious repetition, neither mournful nor nostalgic, a return not 
 the affirmation 

 of the singularity of the extreme? The disaster or the unverifiable, the 
improper (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 5-6). 

The delicate balance that allows, in different contexts, our survival, does not last 

forever: 

To think the way one dies: without purpose, without power, without 
nt of this 

formulation as soon as it is thought - as soon as it is thought, that is, 
both on the side of thinking and of dying, in disequilibrium, in an excess 
of meaning and in excess of meaning. No sooner is it thought than it 
has departed; it is gone, outside (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 39)7. 

If it is not too late and there is still a chance of a reaction8, what is up to the law? 

The usual answer in the context of environmental responsibility has been the notion of 

full compensation for damages. From the angle of environmental protection, the 

connection with the polluter pays principle must be assessed. 

The disaster, that which disestablishes itself  disestablishment without 

disaster after the disaster  a silent, harmless return whereby it 
dissimulates itself. Dissimulation, effect of disaster (BLANCHOT, 
1986, p. 6). 

Given this, the polluter pays principle stimulates liability but does not identify 

with it indiscriminately, being a postulate aimed at redistributing the costs of 

environmental deterioration.  

 It is t
irreplaceable singularity, for I feel I must not fail him; and at the same 
time he withdraws me from what would make me unique: I am not 
indispensable; in me anyone at all is called by the other  anyone at all 
as the one who owes him aid. The un-unique, always the substitute. The 
other is, for his part too, always other, lending himself, however, to 

 
7 
underlines the power of disorientation that lies at the heart of the speech, the way in which Blanchot thinks 
of the heterogeneity between the space of speech and the space of perception is nevertheless different. There 
is certainly in Blanchot an excess of saying  understood both as speech and as writing  over the perceptive 
configuration. This excess, which cannot be absorbed into the perceptive configuration, is not the meaning. 

 

8 t of the disaster is replaced by an incessant discursive process that ruins 
meaning, unity and order. The fragment is transferred to a mode of fragmentary writing that self-
referentially practices fragmentation at the level of its own discursive constituti
122-123). 
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unity; he is neither this one nor that one, and nonetheless it is to him 
alone that, each time, I owe everything, including the loss of myself. 

The responsibility with which I am charged is not mine, and because of 
it I am no longer myself (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 13). 

On the other hand, responsibility is not based on the exclusive ground that 

whoever pollutes must pay. Of course, polluters should compensate damages, but law 

may attribute liability not only to the direct polluters, based on an ethos of protection of 

the environment9. 

The disaster - experience none can undergo - obliterates (while leaving 
perfectly intact) our relation to the world as presence or as absence; it 
does not thereby free us, however, from this obsession with which it 
burdens us: others. For the lack of reciprocity with the Other toward 
which it turns us - the immediate and infinite question - is no part of 
sideral space, to which, were disaster the substitution of a radical 
heterogeneity, it would be subordinated. This does not mean that we are 
unconcerned for those who, unlike ourselves, suffer from an unjust 
order, our own suffering being ever justified - beyond justice. For we 
are responsible for whoever would cause us to suffer, but rather that the 
patience which surpasses every conceivable passive mode - the patience 
to which they assign us - leads us back toward a past without any 
present. The pseudo-intransitiveness of writing is linked to this patience 
which no complement - life or death - can ever complete (BLANCHOT, 
1986, p. 120). 

Neither government nor society-at-large, however, should subsidize pollution. It 

is up to the legal system to impose that polluters internalize the costs of pollution 

abatement (NASH, 2000, p. 468). 

Despite its genesis linked to market efficiency, the polluter pays principle became 

a shaping aspect of economic activity, achieved by the ethical, social, and political 

dimensions, aiming at internalizing the costs of prevention and control of pollution and 

promoting the rational use of natural resources. 

Where is there the least power? In speech, or in writing? When I live, 
or when I die? Or again,  

 
9 her self or another myself, whom I encounter but rather an unknown, which, 
to be sure, can come to me only through man but which, when it does, makes man into something the 

 begin to account for. This strangeness and this separation have to do with the 

s; it is the unreachableness of man 
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It is an ethical concern that distances you from power? Power links, un-
power detaches. Sometimes un-power is sustained by the intensity of 
the undesirable (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 12). 

All spheres of power are powerless10, resulting in permanent marks for ecosystems 

and affected populations, aggravated by the loss of many lives and the compromise of 

well-being. 

The disaster is what one cannot welcome except as the imminence that 
gratifies, the wait for un-power. 

May words cease to be arms; means of action, means of salvation. Let 
us count, rather, on disarray (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 11). 

The liability system, when applied to repair social and environmental damage, has 

not been effective: it shows signs of exhaustion11. Preventive measures deserve to be 

expanded, not to be obscured by the repressive dimension, for compliance before and 

after damage. 

To have a clear understanding of the polluter pays principle and what it expresses 

as a matter of public policy and international la

between the assessment of liability for the abatement of specific harms on the one hand 

and the allocation of the costs of broad preventive measures on th

1991, p. 468). 

e based on previous experiences and not getting 

control those risks from now on, past disasters must be examined, and their reasons must 

be scrutinized: 

The disaster, depriving us of that refuge which is the thought of death, 
dissuading us from the catastrophic or the tragic, dissolving our interest 
in will and in all internal movement, does not allow us to entertain this 

 
10  offers no counter-politics of human liberation, self-affirmation or the retrieval of some lost 

ys, the 
cultivation of a force of natality, 'beginning' as a discontinuous, unmeaning and acultural element in the 
human realm generally, one that also affirms the uniqueness and singularity of natural phenomena, of 
physis of a space outside use, something which is not part of the realm of 

 

11 
but if it chooses to defy these laws, it can only be in the name of the higher law that comes before all codes 
of law and morality, and which is the law of that from which law derives, which is responsibility towards 
the Other, and to which responsibility is owed not because it is the law but because, like passion, it is what 
precedes freedom, choice, delibera  
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question either: what have you done to gain knowledge of the disaster? 
 

The disaster: stress upon minutiae, sovereignty of the accidental 
(BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 3). 

The successive ruptures of mining tailings dams warn of the need for a sustainable 

political-legal structure, with scientific bases. 

Un-knowledge is not a lack of knowledge; it is not even knowledge of 
the lack but rather that which is hidden by knowledge and ignorance 
alike: the neutral, the un-manifest (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 63). 

Environmental management is indeclinable, in addition to the improvement of 

management or conservation within received frameworks of thought, but anew about the 

 

I will not say that the disaster is absolute; on the contrary, it disorients 
the absolute. It comes and goes, errant disarray, and yet with the 
imperceptible but intense suddenness of the outside, as an irresistible or 
unforeseen resolve which would come to us from beyond the confines 
of decision (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 4). 

ponse to 

cally, in several phases: 

prevention and risk mitigation, the occurrence of the disaster, emergency response, means 

of compensation and, finally, rebuilding (FARBER, 2012, p. 6). 

The I that is responsible for others, the I bereft of selfhood, is sheer 
fragility, through and through on trial. This I without any identity is 
responsible for him to whom he can give no response; this I must 
answer in an interrogation where no question is put; he is a question 
directed to others from whom no answer can be expected either. The 
Other does not answer (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 119). 

Large-scale environmental catastrophes emphasize the lack of legislative and 

administrative provisions12 need for lawmaking institutions that 

 
12 
justice sinks into indeterminacy because, if references to justice are characterized by something in his work, 
it is because it is linked to an urgency that makes it peremptory. This does not determine that it acts moved 
by an impatience that seeks the conclusive, but, on the contrary, by the patience of passivity. In this way 
one can understand, provided that passivit
(QUINTANA DOMÍNGUEZ, 2015, p. 145). 
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are better able to overcome the human tendency to fail to apprehend the full spatial and 

2007, p. 1020). 

3 CONCLUSION: FROM LITERARY NARRATIVE TO DISASTER 
KNOWLEDGE 

The disaster, unexperienced. It is what escapes the very possibility of 
experience  it is the limit of writing. This must be repeated: the disaster 
de-scribes. Which does not mean that the disaster, as the force of 
writing, is excluded from it, is beyond the pale of writing or 
extratextual. 

It is the dark disaster that brings the light (BLANCHOT, 1986, p. 7). 

wars or the moral degeneration of humanity, however than directly to environmental 

protection. This essay tried to propose an environmental reading of The Writing of the 

Disaster, in a way that we might reappraise the ethical challenges finitude necessarily 

imposes. 

ymbolic representations of disaster, we may learn that 

knowledge, science, and the law must prevail over common sense. Prudence and the 

gradual scale of actions and interventions should override improvisation and untimely 

policy-making. 
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